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From 1966 to the late 1970s, California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA) 
helped farmworkers unionize, #ght for safer workplaces, and create a more just 
farm economy. Studying CRLA as part of the War on Poverty’s Legal Services 
Program allows scholars to rethink the parameters of this reform moment, as 
well as the centrality of rural places to the War on Poverty. Historians have 
typically seen the War on Poverty as weakened by its focus on culture, not struc-
tural inequality. In contrast, CRLA attorneys viewed poverty as a product of 
the political economy of California agriculture. CRLA linked the provision of 
legal services with interventions in the workplace as it sought to restructure an 
unequal system. Unlike other studies of legal services that stress the actions of 
lawyers, this article illuminates the role of farmworkers and the rural poor as 
well. It traces the development of CRLA, some of its major cases, its high-pro-
#le con'icts with Ronald Reagan, and, ultimately, the declining e(cacy of its 
legal strategy. Nonetheless, CRLA’s work reveals the importance of anti-poverty 
policy in addressing the farm economy, and the importance of rural struggles to 
the fate of the War on Poverty.

DOUG GENENS

Fighting Poverty in the Fields: Legal Services and the 
War on Poverty in Rural California

In 1966 CalIfornIa rural legal assIstanCe (CRLA) received $1.2 mil-
lion to create a legal services program under the War on Poverty initiat-

ed by Lyndon Johnson. Founded by a group of young lawyers led by James 
Lorenz, CRLA provided legal aid to tens of thousands of rural Califor-
nians. CRLA’s lawyers and their primarily farmworker client base steered 
the group toward "ghting what they saw as rural California’s major source 
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of poverty: the large growers who controlled the farm economy. !ey un-
derstood rural poverty as a product of unequal economic relationships that 
could best be addressed by organizing and empowering workers. Lawyers 
and farmworkers joined together in CRLA to "ght a war on poverty that 
used the legal system to expand farmworkers’ labor rights, check the abuses 
of grower power, and build a more just agricultural economy.

CRLA’s history provides an opportunity to contribute to an ongoing 
reevaluation of the War on Poverty. Scholars began assessing the legacy of 
this reform moment in the 1980s. In general, this "rst wave of literature 
emphasized the poverty war’s failures. From the left, scholars criticized 
policymakers for their narrow view of poverty as a problem of individual 
behavior and for crafting a policy that did little to create jobs or address 
structural inequality. On the right, scholars attacked the War on Pover-
ty for swelling the government’s size and increasing welfare dependence 
among the poor.1

In response to this top-down narrative, a new wave of scholarship 
emerged focusing on the War on Poverty’s local implementation. !ese 
authors uncovered a “grassroots” War on Poverty shaped and driven by the 
activism of poor people. While local contexts produced distinct anti-pov-
erty campaigns, they shared important similarities. Local activists linked 
critiques of racial and economic exploitation, challenged local powerhold-
ers in government and the workplace, and tried to build a democracy re-
sponsive to their needs. Further, many formed multiracial coalitions that, 
while tenuous, suggested possibilities for wider reform. While much of 
this new scholarship has focused on cities, historians have found similar 
patterns of grassroots organizing in rural areas as well.2 To date, however, 
the scholarship on rural anti-poverty struggles has been situated in Appa-
lachia and the deep South.3 !us, while historians of the grassroots War 
on Poverty have begun to reverse long-held assumptions, the varieties of 
activism and the issues this activism sought to address, particularly in rural 
places, have yet to be fully explored.

CRLA’s story deepens this historiographical turn by situating the War 
on Poverty in the context of rural California’s farm economy, one of the 
most important within the United States. Large, highly productive farms 
reliant on low-wage labor characterized this economy. CRLA formed 
amid a wave of unionization aiming to strengthen the economic posi-
tion of California’s farmworkers, and the group devoted its resources to 
that cause.4 !e cases pursued by CRLA made a signi"cant impact: litiga-
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tion that focused on working conditions improved farmworkers’ lives, and 
CRLA’s actions on behalf of unionization helped them win the legal right 
to join a union. To be sure, CRLA did not seek land reform or redistribu-
tion but worked instead to bolster the bargaining power of farmworkers 
within an industrialized agricultural system. Nonetheless, CRLA’s story 
reveals how the War on Poverty allowed for a critique of, and challenge to, 
the structural inequalities created by the farm economy. 

Moreover, CRLA’s history further illuminates the centrality of grass-
roots activists, in this case Mexican American farmworkers, in the War 
on Poverty. Like rural California more generally, farmworkers have yet 
to be integrated into War on Poverty scholarship.5 While CRLA’s use of 
litigation necessitates a focus on lawyers and cases, CRLA also relied on 
farmworkers to bring them complaints, and these farmworkers played a 
critical role in shaping CRLA’s overall agenda. Like other participants in 
the local War on Poverty, farmworkers who allied with CRLA linked eco-
nomic and racial inequality and fought against both. Farmworkers pushed 
CRLA’s lawyers to take cases that struck at the root of their problems and 
that would have the broadest impact on farmworkers as a group.

CRLA’s work also helps reframe historical scholarship on the Legal 
Services Program. Scholars have primarily analyzed the role of its lawyers 
and clients in the realm of welfare rights and expanding access to the 
welfare state.6 CRLA’s history shows how the program could be used to 
intervene in the problems of worker rights and labor exploitation. Some 
scholars have studied CRLA’s role in banning the short-handled hoe, a 
tool that caused workers long-term bodily injury, from California’s "elds.7 
Yet CRLA’s "ght against the short-handled hoe was only one part of its 
labor-focused legal strategy. !is essay places that case within CRLA’s 
broader activities and vision of agricultural reform that sought to strength-
en the position of California’s farmworkers as workers.    

CRLA engaged in a wide variety of legal actions, but this study will 
focus on its high-impact cases. !ese cases revolved around problems of 
working conditions, labor exploitation, and unionization. While numer-
ically less signi"cant, they represented cases that CRLA’s attorneys and 
clients believed were most important and re?ective of the sort of work 
CRLA should do. By the end of the 1970s, changes in the broader farm-
worker movement, agricultural economy, and federal funding for legal 
services challenged the ability of CRLA to carry out this mission. None-
theless, CRLA’s early successes shine new light on the rural War on Pov-
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erty and highlight the signi"cance of grassroots opposition to entrenched 
agricultural inequality and poverty.

!e roots of that poverty lay in the structure of California farming. Begin-
ning in the late nineteenth century, a system of agriculture characterized 
by highly capitalized large farms developed in this region. Compared to 
farms in other parts of the United States, California’s farms were bigger 
and concentrated in fewer hands. !is particular pattern of ownership be-
came increasingly prominent in the decades following the 1930s. Between 
1935 and 1954, the number of California farms decreased from 150,360 to 
123,075. While the net total declined, the number of farms over one thou-
sand acres increased.8 !ese farms also commanded much of the state’s 
farm sales: by the 1960s, just over 5 percent of California’s farms harvested 
nearly half of its crop land.9 

Low-wage labor, particularly from nonwhite workers, underpinned this 
economy. California’s growers relied on a succession of Chinese, Japanese, 
and Filipino workers, and by the 1920s many workers were of Mexican 
descent. During the harvest, these workers often migrated from farm to 
farm. For many, the migration began in Mexico and carried them through-
out California’s agricultural valleys. While laboring on particular farms, 
workers frequently stayed in camps with substandard living conditions and 
worked under oppressive foremen.10 

!e state played a critical role in nurturing this system. Twentieth-cen-
tury federal irrigation projects transformed California’s large valleys into 
fertile "elds.11 New Deal price and crop support programs also subsidized 
and insured farmers and tended to privilege those who already had large 
operations. While the federal government aided growers, key New Deal 
labor laws did not protect farmworkers.12 State universities and agricultural 
experiment stations also performed important farm-based research and 
demonstration projects that tested the latest techniques. Finally, the fed-
eral government assisted growers in recruiting foreign labor, most notably 
between the 1940s and 1960s when it helped them hire workers from 
Mexico with the Bracero Program. !is support ultimately forged an alli-
ance between the state and federal governments and California’s growers.13 

California’s growers also possessed a fairly uni"ed set of beliefs shaped 
by their shared engagement with similar farming circumstances. !ey en-
visioned California agriculture as possessing “exceptional features,” par-
ticularly the need for highly liquid labor markets. Growers expected their 
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workers to be “civically unengaged and continually replaced.”14 !ey be-
lieved that the cycle of planting and harvesting, and its inherent vulnera-
bilities, necessitated such an arrangement. Further, while growers valued 
state assistance, they rejected regulations that impinged upon their control 
over production. California’s growers institutionalized their worldview in 
organizations like the California State Farm Bureau and in periodicals like 
California Farmer. !is ideological unity, combined with state support and 
economic power, frequently allowed them to wield great in?uence within 
the market and government. !is structural power would raise signi"cant 
hurdles for farmworkers and CRLA lawyers.15

Despite the entrenched power of California’s large growers, resistance 
to their dominance has been a regular feature of the state’s agricultural 
history. Benny Andrés documented the history of farmworker organiz-
ing in California’s Imperial Valley in the early twentieth century, and its 
violent suppression at the hands of growers.16 In 1933 tens of thousands 
of workers, especially in cotton, launched a major strike that halted much 
of the farm economy and triggered aggressive repression from growers.17 
!is opposition by growers did not prevent the building of a new postwar 
labor movement around Cesar Chavez, who, along with Dolores Huerta 
and Larry Itliong, pursued farmworker unionization through the United 
Farm Workers (UFW).18

Over the same period of time, Mexican Americans fought for justice in 
a variety of arenas not related to labor. !e League of United Latin-Amer-
ican Citizens pursued equal civic participation for Mexican Americans 
throughout the Southwest in the mid-twentieth century.19 In 1947 Mexi-
can American civil rights activists won the landmark Mendez v. Westmin-
ster School District case. !is case came out of California’s then agricultural-
ly oriented Orange County and successfully challenged the segregation of 
Mexican American students.20 !is long history of political and economic 
organizing helped clear the ground for CRLA’s use of the legal system to 
help California’s farmworkers.

Litigation on behalf of the poor also predated CRLA. “Legal aid societ-
ies” "rst appeared in New York in the 1870s and by 1960 employed around 
four hundred attorneys. !is small group of attorneys, however, could not 
e@ectively serve the nation’s estimated 50 million poor people.21 Legal aid 
societies also received little funding. Private funds supported their activity, 
and, at their height in 1962, these societies spent only $4 million providing 
legal support to the poor.22 Moreover, legal aid societies did not see their 
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role as reforming society or even changing the law. Reginald Smith, one 
of the most vocal proponents of early legal aid, argued that US laws were 
“eminently fair” and that lawyers should focus only on expanding access 
to the justice system.23 

Changes in the legal profession during the 1960s made the sort of legal 
activism pursued by CRLA possible. !e period’s idealism gave birth to 
“new public interest lawyers” who wanted to use their profession to pro-
mote progressive change.24 A 1964 article written by attorneys Jean and 
Edgar Cahn proved equally signi"cant.25 !e Cahns criticized lawyers who 
did not see the social import of their profession and called for the creation 
of neighborhood law centers that would take up the causes of the poor. 
!ese centers would embed lawyers within the communities they served 
in order to make them better vehicles for reform.26

James Lorenz’s early career re?ected these changes. Brooklyn-born and 
a 1964 graduate of Harvard Law School, Lorenz moved to Los Angeles 
and practiced real estate law for a corporate law "rm. Lorenz, however, 
had a strong streak of idealism and felt constrained by the large "rm’s at-
mosphere. While he admitted to knowing little about farming, he worked 
for a time as legal counsel for the Emergency Committee to Aid Farm 
Workers but found the group’s urban location prevented it from genuinely 
helping farmworkers.27 Lorenz’s discontent pushed him to create a group 
in line with the Cahns’s theory of neighborhood lawyering, and he found 
critical "nancial support in the recently declared War on Poverty.

!e War on Poverty’s Legal Services Program (LSP) combined the 
new enthusiasm for reform among young attorneys and the Cahns’s ideas 
of neighborhood lawyering to reshape legal aid. By 1967 the LSP had 
disbursed $42 million to legal services organizations throughout the Unit-
ed States for the creation of neighborhood law centers.28 In contrast to 
the practice of legal aid societies, LSP guidelines maintained that funded 
groups should pursue law reform in addition to expanding access to the 
legal system.29 Lorenz put the matter more starkly and argued that legal 
services should be “concerned with the reallocation of power.”30 To be sure, 
the LSP did not grant lawyers total freedom. !ey could not take crim-
inal or fee-generating cases, or, more importantly for CRLA, represent 
unions.31

In his applications for funding from the OBce of Economic Opportu-
nity (OEO), which administered the War on Poverty from Washington, 
DC, Lorenz placed farmworkers’ problems at the center. He highlighted in 
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particular the impact of weak labor regulations. Given the poverty line of 
$3,000, for example, Lorenz showed that approximately 84 percent of Cal-
ifornia’s three hundred thousand farmworkers lived in poverty in 1965.32 
Lorenz argued that a key source of this poverty was the fact that New 
Deal protections for industrial workers did not extend to people who la-
bored on the farm. !e 1935 National Labor Relations Act did not extend 
collective bargaining rights to farmworkers, and the workplace regulations 
of the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act did not apply to the "elds.33

Lorenz also argued that power imbalances in the farm economy exacer-
bated farmworkers’ problems. Lorenz believed that an “inequitable distri-
bution of wealth and power” characterized California agriculture and that 
CRLA must “develop long-range remedies which would assist the poor as 
a class and not just isolated individuals.”34 !is analysis shaped his ratio-
nale for constructing a statewide, as opposed to a local, program. Lorenz 
argued that growers had already “amalgamated into regional or state-wide 
groups,” so CRLA must do the same.35 Lorenz therefore understood agri-
culture in terms of class con?ict and believed the solution to farmworker 
poverty could be found in organizing workers. 

While Lorenz emphasized class issues, he also factored the racialized 
character of California’s agriculture into his analysis. CRLA highlighted 
the problems faced by people of Mexican descent, given their predomi-
nance in the labor force. California’s growers believed these workers had 
certain physical and psychological characteristics that suited them for the 
conditions of farm labor.36 Lorenz argued that these workers faced racial 
discrimination on top of labor exploitation and that the two worked to-
gether to worsen their poverty.37 CRLA’s attorneys also knew that racism 
extended beyond the "eld. !e group took cases that a@ected Mexican 
American farmworkers in the realms of education, municipal services, 
housing, and access to welfare.38

Although Lorenz and CRLA’s attorneys believed litigation could ame-
liorate farmworker poverty, they understood its limitations. Gary Bellow, 
who worked in legal aid societies in New York and Washington, DC, 
before serving as deputy director for CRLA, believed that law reform, 
no matter how radical, would be inadequate.39 Bellow argued that “the 
problem of unjust laws is almost invariably a problem of distribution of 
political and economic power.”40 Without strict enforcement, legal changes 
carried little weight. Lorenz also included social movements in his vision 
of an e@ective legal service group. He argued that CRLA’s legal action 
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would have to be a “catalyst for political consciousness and organizing” 
outside the courtroom as well.41 !us, CRLA’s attorneys did not see the 
law as the "nal arbiter of farmworker problems. 

!e program crafted by Lorenz matched the LSP’s agenda, and the 
OEO funded CRLA generously. CRLA initially received $1,276,138 
(Lorenz had asked for less) in 1966. With that money, CRLA opened a 
central oBce in San Francisco as well as nine oBces in important agri-
cultural areas in the state. !e regional oBces in Madera, Santa Rosa, El 
Centro, Salinas, Santa Maria, McFarland, Modesto, Gilroy, and Marysville 
formed the organization’s spine and put it in close contact with farm-
workers.42 Lorenz had originally intended to establish an oBce in Delano 
because of its links to ongoing farmworker struggles. Sargent Shriver, the 
OEO’s "rst director, suggested locating it in nearby McFarland to mini-
mize the ire of growers.43 CRLA’s funding coincided with the formation 
of similar legal assistance groups in Texas, Florida, and other southern 
agricultural states.44 

CRLA also used its funds to recruit attorneys who, in general, shared 
Lorenz’s elite educational background. Almost all graduated at the top 
of their classes and received degrees from law schools including Harvard, 
Boalt Hall, and the University of Michigan. Not only did these attorneys 
receive their education in urban areas, they largely worked in cities before 
arriving in rural California. Nonetheless, their desire for social change led 
them to leave the city and establish themselves in farm country.45 CRLA’s 
trouble in hiring lawyers of Mexican descent meant that the legal team 
was mostly “Anglo” in background. In 1971 Lorenz declared that CRLA’s 
attempts to hire Mexican American attorneys to better re?ect its clientele 
had failed. He pro@ered that CRLA’s failures here re?ected the highly 
competitive job market for Mexican American attorneys, which meant 
they could fetch a salary CRLA could not match.46

Talented lawyers aside, CRLA’s formation would have been far less suc-
cessful without the larger mobilization of California’s farmworkers. CRLA 
formed amid intense farmworker organizing throughout the Southwest 
that led to the formation of the UFW.47 Chavez and Itliong also served 
initially on CRLA’s board.48 Chavez did express some skepticism of 
CRLA, however, primarily because OEO restrictions limited its ability 
to help the union directly.49 At least one farmworker found this constraint 
too frustrating. When Lorenz informed him that he could not strike with 
the union, the worker told Lorenz to “go to hell” and quit CRLA.50 None-
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theless, the growing farmworker movement provided CRLA with a res-
ervoir of potential clients, legal actions, and the momentum to challenge 
entrenched grower power.

While at least one farmworker quit over CRLA’s inability to walk the 
picket line, many more joined. Indeed, CRLA took seriously the OEO’s 
mandate to achieve the “maximum feasible participation” of the poor.51 
CRLA gave decision-making authority to California’s rural poor, and 
those who became involved in CRLA shaped its pro-labor agenda. For 
example, Citizens Advisory Councils, populated by farmworkers and other 
clients, helped decide the sorts of cases attorneys should pursue. Councils 
formed at CRLA’s regional oBces and a representative from each coun-
cil sat on CRLA’s board of directors.52 Council members demanded that 
CRLA take cases that would “maximize the bargaining position of the 
poor” and improve "eld conditions.53 !e councils’ demands also impacted 
the decisions made by the board of directors. One board statement said 
that CRLA should focus on “eliminating the causes of poverty and the 
conditions of inequality” and that “Cases a@ecting the employment of poor 
people” should receive top priority.54 !ese statements provide important 
insights into how farmworkers conceived of their situations. Labor issues 
emerged as central problems CRLA’s clients wanted the group to address.

CRLA also incorporated “community workers” into its operation, and 
these community workers pushed a labor-focused agenda. Because they 
often had farm work backgrounds themselves, community workers helped 
CRLA attorneys discover and understand problems faced by many farm-
workers. !ey also interviewed clients and did investigative "eldwork. 
Many spoke both English and Spanish and therefore became a critical 
link between Anglo lawyers and Spanish-speaking farmworkers.55 Rueben 
Rodriguez exempli"ed the role of community worker in CRLA. Before 
joining CRLA, Rodriguez worked with the Central California Action 
Association, which provided basic education and vocational training to 
the area’s seasonal workers.56 Rodriguez worked in CRLA’s Madera oBce 
and responded to complaints of "eld violations by investigating and "ling 
reports. Before he "led paperwork, Rodriguez worked with the growers 
and the California Farm Bureau, which oversaw "eld conditions, to bring 
about voluntary compliance. Because growers and the state farm bureau 
seldom cooperated with CRLA, Rodriguez’s research played a critical role 
in informing CRLA’s litigation.57

!e community workers involved with CRLA also provided their own 
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analyses of farmworker poverty. Community workers articulated their 
ideas through the formation of a union. Because CRLA’s caseload regu-
larly numbered in the thousands each year, these workers initially sought 
to impose limits on the number of cases on which they worked.58 Gilbert 
Flores led the charge. Born in Lemoore, California, he had worked in the 
"elds since the age of "ve, and his parents, who migrated from Mexico, 
participated in the great cotton strike of 1933. Flores learned to organize 
laborers working "rst with the Community Service Organization in 1957, 
then with the UFW.59 Writing on the necessity of a community work-
ers union, Flores declared that unions played a role “essential to the eco-
nomic, social, and political freedom of society,” and that “under prevailing 
economic conditions,” unorganized workers could not secure good wages 
or working conditions.60 Flores’s rhetoric complemented that of Lorenz 
and should be read as a critique not only of the situation of community 
workers, but of the conditions faced by workers more broadly. !e union 
succeeded in winning wage increases, insurance bene"ts, and caseload lim-
itations for community workers.61

!e issues faced by community workers extended beyond workload. A 
con?ict between Flores and Edward Mattison, who coordinated commu-
nity worker training, suggests that racism surfaced within the group. Flores 
complained that Mattison abused his authority and failed to understand 
farmworkers. In a suggestive statement, Flores claimed that “we would 
rather lose our jobs than be pushed around because we are Mexicans and 
defeat the purpose for which we were hired.” Flores not only highlighted 
racial tension within CRLA but also suggested that workers of Mexican 
descent in CRLA linked economic with racial justice. A union o@ered 
a way for these community workers to stake a claim for equality within 
CRLA, even as they fought with the lawyers against growers. CRLA’s 
lawyers and farmworkers ultimately shared a critique of agriculture and 
the conditions of its workers that foregrounded labor empowerment as the 
solution. !ese shared assumptions laid the groundwork for their collabo-
ration in litigation that sought to reshape California agriculture. 

CRLA’s use of LSP funds to reform California’s farm economy began 
early on in the group’s history. One of its most signi"cant cases started in 
1967 and morphed into two suits: Wetherton v. Martin Produce Co. and 
Wetherton v. Growers Farm Labor Association. !ese suits revolved around 
the question of growers’ ability to "re workers for unionization. Section 
923 of California labor law aBrmed that workers had the right to “full 
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freedom of association, self-organization, and designation of representa-
tives of [their] own choosing … and that [they] shall be free from the 
interference, restraint, or coercion of employers of labor, or their agents.”62 
While California’s labor law appeared to apply to all workers, federal law 
did not extend collective bargaining rights to farmworkers. By pursuing 
these cases, CRLA hoped to clearly de"ne the right of farmworker union-
ization. 

!ese cases came out of CRLA’s "eld oBce in Salinas, located in one of 
California’s most fertile valleys and a central hub of farmworker organiz-
ing. Robert Gnaizda and Martin Glick served as the oBce’s lawyers. Be-
fore running the Salinas oBce, both men worked on civil rights cases for 
the Justice Department in Mississippi.63 Four community workers sta@ed 
the oBce, including two farmworkers and an organizer named Hector De 
La Rosa. CRLA hired De La Rosa following his success in civil rights 
organizing and securing federal funds to build better housing for farm-
workers in Soledad.64 De La Rosa’s abilities "t well with the sort of oBce 
Gnaizda sought to build, one focused on helping farmworkers expand 
their bargaining power.65

In August 1967 carrot grower John Martin, owner of Martin Produce 
Co., "red nine farmworkers after he discovered they had joined the UFW. 
!e "rst farmworker to be "red at Martin Produce, Manuel Ortiz, told 
Gnaizda about an altercation he had with Martin shortly after being "red. 
Ortiz met with Martin, an unnamed "eld foreman, and E. James House-
berg, the vice president of both the Growers Farm Labor Association and 
the Grower-Shipper Vegetable Association. Martin Produce belonged to 
both organizations. During this meeting, Ortiz recounted that Houseberg 
questioned him extensively about union activity. Houseberg told Martin 
during this meeting that “all of his employees could be "red because the 
unions had no power” in the area. Houseberg then commanded Ortiz to 
tell the others attempting to organize that “they would be "red if they 
joined a union.” On August 8, when Martin learned that eight other men 
had joined the union, he "red them.66

Ortiz’s story proved to be crucial for the suits brought by CRLA’s Sa-
linas oBce. !e attorneys argued in Wetherton v. Martin Produce Co. that 
Martin and his company violated the policy established by section 923 
and could be tried under section 922, which stated that any person who 
“coerces or compels” an employee not to join a union as a condition of 
employment is guilty of a misdemeanor.67 Ortiz’s account of the cooper-
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ation between Martin and Houseberg also allowed CRLA to bring a suit 
against Houseberg and the two grower associations. Gnaizda and Glick 
argued in Wetherton v. Growers Farm Labor Association that Houseberg and 
the associations formed a conspiracy to deny Ortiz and the others their 
labor rights and should be found guilty of violating sections 922 and 923 
of the California labor code.68

In their suit against Martin Produce, Gnaizda and Glick settled with 
the carrot grower out of court and managed to get Ortiz and the other 
workers reinstated. However, Houseberg’s lawyer, Andrew Church, chal-
lenged the suit against his client in California’s First District Court of 
Appeal. !ere, Church argued that sections 922 and 923 only applied to 
so-called “yellow dog contracts”—those an employee signed that promised 
he or she would not unionize. Church further argued that because the as-
sociations did not employ the "red workers, they could not be held liable 
under labor law. !e court disagreed. In its decision, it argued that a 1961 
case rendered the meaning of sections 922 and 923 clear: they applied 
not only to yellow dog contracts but to all forms of coercion. Church’s 
other claim proved stickier. !e court admitted the associations did not 
employ the workers, but Ortiz’s testimony clearly suggested they formed 
a conspiracy to violate labor law. !e court argued that Houseberg made 
statements with “menacing connotations concerning union activity” and, 
given the cooperation between Houseberg and Martin in their interro-
gation of Ortiz, suggested the existence of a “joint project for Martin to 
discharge appellants and for Houseberg to in?uence other growers” not 
to hire them.69 !e court ultimately found Houseberg and the growers’ 
associations also responsible for illegally "ring the farmworkers. 

!e court’s ruling a@ected both the individual workers and the broader 
farmworker movement. !e case revealed the extent of grower power in 
California but also that it could be e@ectively challenged. !e court award-
ed the workers damages, future preference for jobs at Martin Produce, and 
an agreement between Martin and the workers to pay the latter no less 
than $4,500 each year they worked.70 El Malcriado, the UFW’s newspa-
per, hailed the cases as “historic” decisions that "nally placed farmworkers 
under the protection of California labor law.71 Indeed, the cases forged 
a major step forward in legalizing farmworker unionization by proving 
that state labor law protected farmworkers. !ey also served as important 
precursors to the 1975 Agricultural Labor Relations Act, which provided 
a legal framework for collective bargaining on the farm.72
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At almost the same moment that CRLA took up the unionization case, 
its lawyers in the Modesto oBce targeted the ability of growers to hire 
imported labor. !is decision to "ght labor importation further reveals 
the ways CRLA hoped to mobilize War on Poverty funds to "ght rural 
inequality. While the Bracero Program formally ended in 1965, the Labor 
Department continued to help growers hire Mexican workers.73 CRLA 
attorney Sheldon Greene, based in Modesto, argued that the ability of 
growers to easily hire foreign workers at wages lower than the domestic 
rate undercut farmworker unionization.74 Greene’s reasoning here com-
plemented the UFW’s controversial opinion. Chavez in particular viewed 
preventing labor importation from Mexico as crucial to strengthening the 
union.75 !e UFW published reports detailing the failure of Immigration 
and Naturalization Services to prevent border crossing and demanded that 
it forcibly remove these workers from the "elds and deport them.76 

As in the Wetherton cases, farmworkers prompted CRLA’s intervention. 
Modesto-area tomato pickers "led a complaint with Greene and told him 
that growers replaced them with Mexican workers. !ese growers had in 
fact requested Labor Department assistance in getting 8,100 workers from 
across the border.77 Replacing domestic workers with foreign ones violated 
Labor Department protocol. Greene investigated further and found that 
growers also ?outed minimum wage and housing rules governing labor 
importation.78 Greene "led an injunction with the US district court in San 
Jose and presented evidence that tomato growers did not follow Labor 
Department standards.79 Greene named Labor Department secretary Wil-
lard Wirtz, the department itself, and the growers in the suit and sought a 
temporary block on further labor importation until a stronger mechanism 
for enforcement of rules could be devised.80 

!e injunction lasted just over two weeks, but its timing, in the middle 
of the tomato harvest, all but ensured an angry reaction from growers. 
Bob Meyer, a King City tomato grower, decried what he called CRLA’s 
“harassing legal maneuvers” that prevented him from harvesting his crop.81 
Les Hubbard, executive assistant for the Council of California Growers, 
argued that as a result of the suit growers found it better “to lose part of 
their crops than harvest them at exorbitant costs.”82 !e council estimated 
the suit cost growers nearly $500,000.83 One US senator from California, 
Republican George Murphy, blasted the use of tax dollars to sue the gov-
ernment and demanded Shriver “"re” James Lorenz for “improper and 
irresponsible action.”84 CRLA also faced criticism from the Democratic 
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Party. US congressional representative B. F. Sisk of the Fresno area wrote 
President Johnson that CRLA’s suit would destroy his “constituents,” by 
which he meant the state’s growers, not the farmworkers.85 

!e suit ultimately ended in something of a stalemate. CRLA dropped 
the case when Wirtz agreed going forward to publicly disclose all requests 
for foreign farm labor and hold hearings when grievances arose.86 Further, 
in 1968 the Labor Department established a committee to review the 
processes for labor importation. Growers and labor representatives chosen 
by CRLA would sit on the committee.87 CRLA chose Chavez, Bert Co-
rona of the Mexican American Political Association, and Mike Peevey, a 
representative from the California AFL-CIO. When it came time for the 
committee to meet in March 1968, however, the growers had not chosen 
any representatives and in fact boycotted the meeting altogether. Richard 
!ornton, manager of the California-Arizona Farm Labor Association, 
called it a “pressure play … to force recognition of the unions.” Lorenz 
expressed amazement that the growers would resist the government “by 
refusing to meet in the same room with representatives of labor and the 
Mexican American community.”88 Wirtz punished growers by refusing to 
provide them with foreign workers for the rest of 1968.89 Wirtz’s decision 
provided CRLA with a signi"cant, albeit temporary, victory that made it 
more diBcult for growers to employ strikebreaking laborers hired abroad.90 
CRLA nonetheless abandoned the issue soon after, and the case suggests 
the limits of a litigation-based strategy in the face of overwhelming grow-
er power, their demand for cheap labor, and the state’s willingness to ac-
quiesce.

A third case, originating in the Salinas oBce, operated at the nexus of 
welfare and labor rights and further illustrates CRLA’s e@orts to reform 
California agriculture. !e case, Ramos v. County of Madera, stemmed from 
the closure of Madera’s schools for the week of September 18, 1967, in or-
der to help growers get labor for an emergency grape harvest. !e Madera 
County Welfare Department also assisted growers by visiting recipients 
of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and telling them 
they would lose their bene"ts unless they and their children over the age 
of ten worked the harvest. One welfare department caseworker told the 
Segovia family, for example, that the mother’s disabled arm and need to 
care for her developmentally disabled child should not prevent them from 
working in the "elds. !e caseworker made harassing phone calls to the 
Segovia household and forced the mother to leave the child unattended 
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at home while she worked. Members of the Valera, Vega, Segovia, and 
Ramos families, who eventually sought CRLA’s help, all complied and 
worked under what they testi"ed to be substandard conditions. !e "elds 
had no toilets, "rst aid kits, or clean drinking water. One child fell ill as 
a result of the work, and another was injured. Ultimately, these families 
had their assistance revoked because the welfare department deemed their 
work inadequate.91

!e families originally appealed to the Madera County Welfare De-
partment to have their bene"ts reinstated. After several months of silence 
from welfare oBcials, they sought the help of CRLA attorneys Dennis 
Powell, Maurice Jourdane, and Ralph Abascal. Powell "led a suit in the 
Madera County court against the county government, the welfare depart-
ment, and its oBcials, charging that they violated statutes governing "eld 
conditions and broke child labor laws by forcing children under the age of 
sixteen to work. Powell and his clients sought damages and class injunctive 
relief, in this case demanding that the welfare department stop breaking 
welfare and labor law. !e attorneys for the defendants, Roy Wolfe and 
Edward Chidlaw, challenged Powell’s case because the AFDC recipients 
had not exhausted the administrative grievance processes. !ey further 
argued that the welfare department’s actions fell within its “discretion” 
and that the department could not be held liable for damages. !e judge, 
!omas Coakley, sided with the county.92 

Powell appealed to the California Supreme Court, where he eventually 
found success. Here, Powell restated his previous arguments but also ar-
gued that his clients had not exhausted the welfare department’s remedies 
because it could not reward damages or class injunctive relief. !us, the 
court would have to settle this matter. !e justices unanimously agreed 
that, because the welfare department only dealt with individual cases, the 
class-action nature of this case fell out of its bounds. Further, they found 
that the defendants violated state welfare law by creating new eligibility 
requirements, which only the state could do, by making the families work 
in an emergency harvest. Finally, the defendants violated their duty to 
“obey legislative enactments” by forcing people to work under conditions 
that violated California’s labor code. CRLA’s clients received their damag-
es, and the court issued an injunction against the defendants.93 Like other 
CRLA cases, Ramos had a broader impact. As a result of the decision, 
welfare recipients in California had the ability to sue welfare department 
employees and their employers, as well as other state oBcials responsible 
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for causing injury. According to legal scholar Timothy Muris, welfare re-
cipients could now better force public employees to “ful"ll their duties of 
care.”94 CRLA’s litigation, shaped by farmworkers, ultimately provided an 
e@ective challenge to the intertwined power of growers and the state.

!ese successes, however, also engendered signi"cant opposition. In-
deed, hostility toward CRLA materialized quickly, even before it began 
winning controversial cases. Soon after CRLA received funding in 1966, 
the California State Bar, whose members often supported growers, enacted 
an anti-CRLA resolution. !e board saw nefarious purposes in CRLA and 
attacked it for championing “militant advocacy … [for] the contentions of 
one side in an economic struggle now pending.” Clinton Bamberger, the 
LSP’s director, called this analysis “about the best … de"nition of the War 
on Poverty” he had heard.95 In a 1966 Fresno Bee article, O. W. Fillerup, 
vice president of the Council of California Growers, called CRLA an ille-
gitimate “social project to aid the rural poor.”96 !ough Lorenz dismissed 
Fillerup’s comments as a re?ection of his “bourgeois ideology,” he could 
not deny that CRLA intended to aid California’s farmworkers and chal-
lenge the power of growers over them.97

Following the decisions in CRLA’s suits, opposition became more con-
crete. California governor Ronald Reagan emerged as its leader, and his 
anti-CRLA campaign re?ected his larger e@orts as governor to restrict ac-
cess to social services in the state.98 In 1970 Reagan began compiling a case 
against CRLA that would justify stripping it of its OEO funding.99 Gov-
ernors could veto funding for anti-poverty programs within their states 
but had to provide proof that the program violated OEO rules. To build 
his case against CRLA, Reagan hired Lewis Uhler to head the California 
state OEO. Uhler’s past suggested he would not be favorable to CRLA. 
John Rousselot, director of public relations for the John Birch Society, sug-
gested Uhler to Reagan. After graduating from Boalt Hall in 1958, Uhler 
worked with the John Birch Society under Rousselot, who recommended 
Uhler because he had a “reputation for being painstaking and thorough in 
research.”100 Uhler put his skills to work in the creation of the 1970 Report 
of the O(ce of Economic Opportunity Commission on California Rural Legal 
Assistance, which formed the basis for Reagan’s case against CRLA.101

Uhler composed his report with evidence culled from a questionnaire 
sent to 3,400 judges and attorneys in California and from interviews he 
conducted with past clients and defendants in CRLA cases.102 Uhler’s re-
port levied three charges. First, CRLA cooperated illegally with the UFW. 
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Second, CRLA ignored clients in order to “chase” class-action lawsuits. 
Finally, the group had subverted “local control,” meaning that it often op-
erated, with federal funding, against the wishes of local bar associations.103 
!e credibility of Uhler’s report proved dubious. Only the "rst charge 
actually violated OEO rules.104 Even conservative columnist James Kilpat-
rick called it as biased as an “evaluation of the Chicago Police by Eldridge 
Cleaver.”105 Nonetheless, the report provided Reagan with what he needed 
to try to undermine CRLA, and on December 26, 1970, Reagan told the 
federal OEO he intended to veto its funding.106

While CRLA would eventually be cleared of these charges, that out-
come could not be guaranteed. It seemed at "rst that CRLA would be sac-
ri"ced on the altar of Republican Party politics. President Richard Nixon 
and Governor Reagan represented the party’s di@erent wings, and Nixon 
knew he needed the support of the popular conservative "gure going into 
the 1972 election.107 Nixon told Republican moderates in California not to 
“attack Reagan in any ideological dispute” because they needed California’s 
support at the 1972 convention.108 Reagan also used his oBce to spread 
the report’s claims while simultaneously preventing reporters from taking 
copies home, to preclude the report from being e@ectively scrutinized.109 
Finally, Reagan framed a short-term refunding of CRLA, which the OEO 
provided until the report could be investigated, as part of a gradual phasing 
out of the program.110

!e OEO established a commission composed of three Republican 
judges to investigate the report’s claims. Hearings began on March 27, 
1971, and spanned "fteen days. !e commission interviewed over two 
hundred witnesses.111 Reagan and Uhler refused to participate because they 
did not want a public and adversarial commission, which would subject the 
report to critical scrutiny, and instead desired a fact-"nding committee.112 
While the hearings transpired, Reagan continued his media campaign and 
insinuated that CRLA "rebombed an oBce occupied by former defen-
dants in a CRLA suit.113 Nonetheless, the commission cleared CRLA of 
all charges. It condemned Uhler and his report, stating that it “unfairly and 
irresponsibly subjected” CRLA attorneys to “totally unjusti"ed attacks.”114 
Following the ruling, the OEO fully refunded CRLA.115  

!ough CRLA secured its federal funding, Reagan’s attacks had a de-
stabilizing e@ect on legal services and the War on Poverty.116 LSP support-
ers called for a politically independent body to administer the program 
that would be insulated from threats posed by politicians like Reagan. 
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Nixon also sought such a program, if for di@erent reasons. After his own 
confrontation with Reagan, Nixon wanted an independent program so his 
administration could be shielded from LSP controversies.117 Congressio-
nal debates over how much power the president should have to appoint 
directors of the new legal services program prevented a quick resolution, 
but by July 1974 President Gerald Ford signed into law the Legal Services 
Corporation Act. !is act established a new body, the Legal Services Cor-
poration (LSC), to oversee the program.118

Scholars disagree about the law’s impact. It had certain advantages, 
such as instituting a goal of minimum access that required that two legal 
services lawyers exist for every ten thousand individuals. While the ratio 
seems low, it provided the LSC with a rationale to expand.119 !e act did 
not, however, provide political insulation for legal services. !e LSC de-
pended on Congress for funds, and the president had the power to appoint 
all members of the corporation’s board of directors.120 Further, some have 
argued that the creation of the LSC turned legal services into a bureau-
cracy and dulled its potential for law reform.121 Others have contended, 
however, that law reform ?ourished in the 1970s and that legal services for 
the poor would not see their true demise until 1996 as part of President 
Bill Clinton’s broader restructuring of the welfare state.122 

CRLA’s e@orts toward banning the use of short-handled hoes suggests 
that uncertainty surrounding legal services did not prevent CRLA from 
taking cases that sought to reform California agriculture. !e short-han-
dled hoe came to California with Japanese farmworkers in the late nine-
teenth century, and its size allowed for precision in shaping soil, removing 
weeds, and harvesting. However, Japanese farmworkers never used the tool 
for long because it required them to bend over and strain their backs.123 
When growers replaced Japanese workers with other groups, they contin-
ued to require the tool’s usage. !ey prized it for its accuracy and eBciency, 
but for other reasons as well. According to one "eld supervisor, he pre-
ferred the tool because with longer-handled hoes he could not “tell wheth-
er they are working or just leaning on their hoes. With the short-handled 
hoe I know when they are not working by how often they stand up.”124 
!us, the tool became a way for growers to control workers and impose 
discipline.125

CRLA’s work on the short-handled how grew out of farmworker agita-
tion. When workers of Mexican descent became dominant in California’s 
"elds, they quickly came to despise the tool, which they referred to as el 
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cortito, or “the short one.”126 Workers regularly resisted its use but failed 
to have it removed from the "elds.127 CRLA’s lawyers did not originally 
target the tool as part of their reform e@orts, and it only became part of 
their agenda because farmworkers demanded that CRLA address it. In 
1969 Jourdane and community worker Harry Cantu visited a labor camp 
outside Salinas as part of a project documenting farmworker housing. One 
farmworker became exasperated with Jourdane and Cantu’s focus on hous-
ing and exclaimed, “!is is bullshit! !ere are real problems for you to deal 
with, like el cortito.” According to Jourdane, the man’s fellow farmworkers 
“supported his demand.” After further visits to the camp, Jourdane and 
CRLA decided to take on el cortito.128 

After several years of research and interviews, in 1972 Jourdane brought 
his case against the tool to California’s Industrial Safety Board (ISB), an 
administrative body responsible for workplace safety regulations. Gover-
nor Reagan appointed ISB board members, so Jourdane knew his case 
would be diBcult. However, ISB decisions could be appealed to the state 
supreme court, where Jourdane believed he would have better luck.129 Jour-
dane argued that the use of the hoe violated Title 8 of the ISB code, which 
banned unsafe hand tools. He contended that the ISB, which believed Ti-
tle 8 applied only to faulty or broken tools, held an overly narrow interpre-
tation. Jourdane presented testimony from farmworkers who complained 
of the long-term injury the tool caused them and the way growers used it 
to control their labor. !ey also stated that a long-handled hoe worked as 
eBciently as its shorter counterpart. Further, Jourdane presented evidence 
from doctors who incontrovertibly stated that the tool damaged farm-
worker bodies. In contrast, growers who argued against CRLA presented 
no clear counter-evidence but instead claimed that opponents exaggerated 
the e@ects of the tool’s use. !ey testi"ed that damage resulted only from 
improper use.130 

Jourdane’s instincts about the ISB proved correct. !e board ruled in 
July 1973 that the tool could be used in California’s "elds and that Title 8 
only applied to defective tools. Jourdane immediately appealed to the Cal-
ifornia Supreme Court, which accepted the case. Evelle Younger, the state’s 
attorney general who presented the ISB’s case, argued that the court could 
not overturn the ISB’s ruling because CRLA sought a new regulation 
from the ISB speci"cally banning the hoe. Justice Matthew Tobriner easily 
dismissed this argument, however, and claimed CRLA clearly wanted a 
broader interpretation of an existing regulation, on which the court could 
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rule. Tobriner argued that the ISB too narrowly interpreted its statute 
against unsafe hand tools and maintained that nothing in the rule, which 
only stated that “unsafe hand tools shall not be used,” justi"ed the ISB’s 
interpretation. Further, Tobriner argued that other ISB statutes demanded 
that rules should be given a “liberal interpretation” to ensure worker safety. 
Tobriner ultimately did not reverse the ISB’s decision but commanded it 
instead to rethink its decision in light of his argument.131 Fortunately for 
CRLA the recent election of Democratic governor Jerry Brown, seen as 
sympathetic to farmworkers, changed the composition of the ISB, and on 
April 7, 1975, the ISB "nally issued a ban on el cortito.132

In spite of CRLA’s successes, by the end of the 1970s and early 1980s 
the climate in which it operated shifted and became less hospitable. For 
example, the UFW’s decline undermined a critical base of CRLA’s sup-
port and vitality.133 Changes in California’s agricultural economy also 
challenged CRLA’s unionization victories. Growers circumvented union 
contracts by breaking their operations into smaller pieces and contracting 
with nonunion labor. Further, shipper-retailers, who became increasingly 
powerful in a food supply chain controlled by supermarkets, also bypassed 
unions by working with nonunion contractors.134 Some of CRLA’s victo-
ries also proved to be short lived. In the early 1980s reports stated that el 
cortito had been spotted once again in the "elds.135 Further, public oBcials 
frequently ignored the court injunctions made possible by Ramos because 
they knew post-decision oversight would be minimal.136 !ese examples 
substantiated Lorenz and Bellow’s arguments that legal activism without 
strong enforcement from the state and social movements would do little 
to protect courthouse victories. 

Finally, budget cuts and changes in the rules governing the LSC weak-
ened CRLA’s position. As president, Reagan continued his attacks on legal 
services for the poor by slashing the LSC’s budget and obstructing its 
operation by nominating board members hostile to its mission.137 Another 
blow came from President Bill Clinton. Aside from further budget cut-
ting, Clinton’s administration issued a new rule prohibiting LSC-funded 
groups from engaging in class-action lawsuits.138 !ese laws made it very 
diBcult to represent farmworkers as a group and to achieve far-reaching 
reforms.

CRLA’s history of legal activism, particularly its labor-focused peak in the 
1960s and 1970s, nonetheless illuminates an underexamined component 
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of the War on Poverty. While early interpretations of the War on Pover-
ty portrayed it as a limited intervention at best, recent scholars have be-
gun to refocus our understanding of this reform moment by placing local 
struggles and grassroots activists at its center. !ey have shown how poor 
people, often people of color, used federal funds to craft anti-poverty pro-
grams that addressed issues of structural economic and racial inequality. 
However, the rural, farm-oriented reforms of CRLA have yet to receive 
adequate attention from scholars. Much like their counterparts in cities 
and small towns across the United States, CRLA’s attorneys sought to use 
the legal system to reform the deeply unequal farm economy in Califor-
nia. CRLA focused on improving the bargaining position of California’s 
farmworkers through legal actions that bolstered unionization, improved 
"eld conditions, and checked the abuses of grower power. Poor people, in 
this case primarily Mexican American farmworkers, also played a critical 
role in shaping CRLA’s e@orts. !ey brought complaints to attorneys, in-
vestigated "eld conditions as community workers, and in?uenced CRLA’s 
labor-focused strategy while sitting on the organization’s board.

Moreover, while the environment in which CRLA operates is less hos-
pitable, it nonetheless continues to provide critical assistance to Califor-
nia’s rural communities. Labor issues, along with education, housing, and 
health care, remain at the center of CRLA’s work. !e organization’s attor-
neys provide daily assistance to the state’s rural workers by helping them 
collect unpaid wages, enforce minimum wage laws, prosecute violations of 
health and safety codes, and "ght against sexual harassment and assault on 
California’s farms.139 !e organization has also played an important role 
in raising awareness of issues faced by indigenous farmworkers who have 
migrated primarily from the Mexican states of Oaxaca, Michoacán, Guer-
rero, and Chiapas, and who make up as much as 25 percent of California’s 
farmworkers.140 !e continued advocacy of CRLA on issues critical to the 
livelihoods of farmworkers and other rural Californians speaks not just to 
the longer legacy and impact of the War on Poverty but, more importantly, 
to the organizing and activism of its founding attorneys and farmworkers, 
who made CRLA into a powerful advocate for farm laborers. 
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